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Wireless actuator universal dimming Switch
FUD61NPN-230V

Eltako
FUD61NPN-230V
30100835
4010312300299 EAN/GTIN

67,43 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Wireless actuator universal dimmer switch FUD61NPN-230V Suitable for dimmers, in the housing, power supply 230 V AC, push-button operation, flush-mounted installation,
material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface other, surface finish matt, type of attachment other, color blue, suitable for protection class (IP) IP20, radio
frequency 868MHz, rolling code system, number of commands 32, universal dimmer switch, power MOSFET up to 300W. Automatic lamp detection. Standby loss only 0.7
watts. Minimum brightness or dimming speed adjustable. With children's room, snooze and light alarm switch. Additionally with light scene control. Encrypted radio, bidirectional
radio and repeater function can be switched on. For flush mounting. 45mm long, 45mm wide, 33mm deep. Universal dimmer switch for lamps up to 300W, depending on the
ventilation conditions. Dimmable energy-saving lamps ESL and dimmable 230V LED lamps also depend on the lamp electronics. Switching at zero crossing with soft on and
soft off to protect the lamp. Supply, switching and control voltage locally 230V. No minimum load required. The set brightness level is saved when the device is switched off
(memory). In the event of a power failure, the switching position and the brightness level are saved and, if necessary, switched on when the supply voltage returns. Automatic
electronic overload protection and over-temperature shutdown. Encrypted sensors can be taught in. Bidirectional radio and/or a repeater function can be switched on. Each
status change and received central control telegrams are then confirmed with a radio telegram. This radio telegram can be taught into other actuators such as the
FSR61NP-230V, the GFVS software and universal displays. The current dimming value is also displayed in % in the GFVS software. With the upper %lamp/dim speed rotary
switch, either the minimum brightness (fully dimmed down) or the dimming speed can be set. During operation, the lower rotary switch determines whether the automatic lamp
recognition should take effect or special comfort positions. The LED accompanies the learning process according to the operating instructions and indicates radio control
commands during operation by flashing briefly.
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